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THE BG NEWS
Bowling Green, Ohio

Tuesday, October 27,1987

Stock sales
marked by
pessimism

BG News/Rob Upton

Shine a light on me
The daylight streaming through a window in the Fine Arts Building
provides enough light for Michelle Nelson, freshman graphic design

major, to work on a project for her three-dimensional design class.
The empty room and natural light provided Nelson with a peaceful
setting to do her work.

NEW YORK (AP) - A fresh
wave of selling gripped Wall
Street yesterday as the stock
market, reacting to a stock selloff overseas, posted its worst
ffi^fo^aance since last week's
itoric collapse.
In a procedure adopted Friday, major exchanges closed
two hours early to curb the
enormous volume building up
since last Monday's plunge,
when stocks lost more than $500
billion in value and the Dow
Jones industrial average plummeted 508 points.
Exchanges also were scheduled to shut down early today.
The Dow Jones average of 30
industrial stocks, which registered a 300-point deficit last
week, plunged 156.83 to 1,793.93
— an (f 04 percent decline. That
was the second-largest daily
Gint drop and the sixth-largest
is in percentage terms since
the average was increased to 30
stocks in 1928.
Losers outpaced gainers by
about 14 to 1 on the New York
Stock Exchange, with 1,788
down, 126 up and 102 unchanged.
As measured by Wilshire Associates' index of more than
5,000 stocks, the market lost {203
billion in value.
Big Board volume totaled
308.82 million shares, the sixthbusiest day on Wall Street.

"There's a spreading feeling
of pessimism, which really
didn't exist last week," said
John Connolly, chairman of the
investment committee at Dean
Witter Reynolds Inc. "Last
week I would categorize it as
awe. It was stunning but there
were some people whose attitudes just weren't changed by
the decline ... who were looking
for opportunity in the decline.
Today was a deeper feeling of
pessimism."
The stock market began to
plunge right after the opening as
traders reacted to a stock sefloff
overseas.
Stock prices were sharply
lower in Tokyo and London. And
in the often-volatile Hong Kong
market, where trading had been
suspended for the last four business days, stocks took a record
drop.
"Once you had the foreign
markets falling you knew you
were going to nave a dump in
New York given the fragile condition," said Larry Wachtel, a
stock analyst and first vice
president of Prudential-Bache
Securities Inc.
In Washington, President
Reagan opened talks with congressional leaders on deficitreduction measures prompted
by last week's stock market
panic.

Goal priority Class phase-out studied
evaluation set
by Judy Immel
staff reporter

by Judy Immel
staff reporter

Establishing priorities for the goals in the University's Role and
Mission Statement is now underway by a Faculty Senate committee,
as requested by University President Paul Olscamp in his Annual
Report.
We've been working under the Role and Mission for five years
now, and experience has shown us what is realizable and what is
not. Olscamp said. "The goals were not written in priority order,
ana now prioritizing the statement is very important, since it is the
document by which the University guides its future."
The Faculty Senate committee on academic affairs will hold an
open forum to discuss prioritization of the Role and Mission on Nov.
17 at 2:30 p.m. in the Community Suite of the Union.
The Role and Mission Statement, a list of 27 goals for improving
the University's students, academic programs, learning environment and faculty and resources, was developed by Olscamp and the
Faculty Senate. It was unanimously approved by the Board of
Trustees in 1984.
Some of the goals are increasing scholarships and financial aid,
increasing the number of minority students and initiating new programs at the master's level.
Denise Trauth, chair of the committee on academic affairs, said
the committee wants the input of as many people as possible to give
priorities to the goals in the statement.
Trauth said the office of academic affairs requested input on the
prioritization from all chairs, deans and directors and is now compiling the information for use bv the committee.
"We want the forum to allow the faculty, and anyone else interested, to give their input as well," she said.
Trauth said the committee should have a report to the president's
office, with a copy to the Faculty Senate, by mid-January.
"Right now, the committee is still working on logistics, that is, deciding what kind of framework we're going to use to determine the
priorities."
In the 1986-87 Annual Report. Olscamp said, "The goals in the
Statement, although they are all laudable, obviously cannot be reached simultaneously, nor at the same rate."
Some of the issues the committee is examining include shortrange vs. long-range goals, resources available for a goal and the
ease of attaining the coal, Trauth said.
The President will incorporate the committee's report into a
document for presentation to the Board of Trustees in the spring.

Tuesday
UA Bowling Green family has been
victimized by a "trick" even before Halloween begins, see story page 3.
DUndergraduate Student Government will remain neutral on the divestment issue, see story page 3.
DThe University's director of
research services has received a hefty
grant to study criminal punishment, see
story page 4.
DThe BG volleyball team threw a
"block party" for the University of Dayorypage
ton overJhe\
the weekend, see story
page 5.

A procedure for discontinuance of programs at the University is now being developed.
E 1 o i s e
Clark, vice
president of
academic affairs, said the
University
cannot always
accept new
majors without examining
existing pro- _
grams as well, ciark

"Periodically, we need to
have a review of our programs
and phase those out that we cannot maintain the quality of in the
future, "she said.
For example, the medical records administration program
faces discontinuation.
Clark said although the program is "top quality now," the
salaries for instructors are "astronomical."
"Classes should follow student
demand," Clark said. "We
wouldn't discontinue a class or
program that had a heavy enrollment."
Phil Mason, executive assis-

LEM program in review;
is still open to students
by Beth Thomas
assistant managing editor

Library and Educational
Media is still available as a
major at the University, though
discontinuation has been discussed, according to the chair of the
department and the dean of the
College of Education and Allied
Professions.
"If you decided today you
wanted to take that program,
we'd sign you up," Robert Dana,
department chair, said.
Oana said three levels of undergraduate committees and
three levels of graduate committees must review the decision — department, college
and University committees.

Dean Roger Bennett said only
after a)' groups make their recommendation will a final decision be made, and if the decision is to cancel the program,
it will not be closed for four
years in order to allow all students to complete their studies.
"It's not been eliminated now,
and it will not be eliminated next
fall," he said.
Several students have voiced
oppposition to the proposed discontinuence, but Bennett said
the protests may be based on incomplete information about the
review process.
He said a number of factors
are being considered in the decision including current enrollment trends, the expected number of degrees to be awarded,
C See LEM, page 3.

tant to University President
Paul Olscamp, said programs
also need to meet the demands
of the market.
"It is wise for the University
to review programs periodically," he said. 'Trograms should
be changed or discontinued as
the market dictates. There is a
certain toughness required to do
this and discontinuing programs
is a difficult decision to be
made."
The academic charter lays out
general guidelines for approving
programs, but there is no formal
procedure for discontinuance.
"The focus has always been on

approving programs, because
programs are rarely discontinued," Clark said. "Now, when
the issue arises (for discontinuance), we would like to have
the steps outlined in a clear, orderly fashion."
The new guidelines would not
affect the number of programs
discontinued.
Each college is now examining possible procedures for program discontinuance and will
submit their reports to Clark by
mid-November.
Clark will review the reports
to identify procedures that
might work.
See Procedure, page 3.

High faculty salaries may
cause end to MRA major
by Judy Immel
staff reporter

Future students planning to
major in medical record administration at the University may
be out of luck if plans to discontinue the major are approved.
The program is now under review in the College of Health and
Human Services and must be
reviewed at many levels before
any final decisions are made.
Approval for discontinuance
would not affect students now in
the program, who would be able
to graduate with a degree in
MRA.
Clyde Willis, dean of the College of Health and Human Services, said he hopes the MRA

Brogram will be continued, allough it would have to be in a
different form.
"We have no problem attracting excellent students; the problem is attracting qualified faculty," he said. "We don't want to
take the risk of having an inferiorprogram."
Faculty difficulties have resulted from recent changes in
the health care profession, resulting in high salaries and
competitiveness, Willis said.
In fall, 1986, no new students
were accepted into the MRA
program. Presently, the program is comprised of a senior
class of nearly 20 students and is
accredited, he said.
D See MRA, page 3.

News in brief
Yearbook to 'shoot' BG

Raffle to offer large prizes

If you see a dozen or so shutter bugs swarming
about campus today, it doesn't necessarily mean
there are royalty or Hollywood idols at the University.
Rather, TTie Key yearbook has chosen today to
record a "Day in the Life of BGSU." More than a
dozen student photographers will cover the campus and surrounding areas to document a typical
24 hours in the life of the University's students,
faculty, staff and administrators.
The photographers are asking for cooperation in
making the project a success. In other words,
please don't cover your faces in embarrassment..

The Toledo Opera Guild is in its last phases of a
major fundraiser. It is joining with the University's School of Performing Arts to sponsor a
raffle at the University.
Raffle tickets are being sold this week from
10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. ands to 6 p.m. in front of the
Union. First prize will be a black Buick, second
prize is a choice of a white or black enamel baby
grand piano, third prize is a fur jacket and fourth
prize isaVCR.
The drawing will be held Nov. 7 and winners will
be notified.

Parking lot 16 not for
on-campus resident cars
Students who live on campus cannot continue to
park their cars overnight in Lot 16, just north of the
Moore Musical Arts Building, according to Jean
Yarnell, manager of University Parking and Traffic.
Yarnell said because on-campus residents park
their vehicles in Lot 16, it creates space problems
for the Student Rec Center and Moore Musical
Arts Building.
Lot 16 is not a lot for on-campus or commuter
students, Yarnell said.

Editorial
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Alarm faults
create hazard
Another problem has arisen in connection with
the University's practice of overbooking students.
On top of the inconvenience of living in residence
hall lounges, some students say they are unable to
hear the fire alarms. This places them in a dangerous situation.
And the safety of students should be one of the
University's foremost concerns.
In the past, other questions of safety have been
brought up at the University. Students being assaulted, even raped, while walking alone at night
forced the University to address lighting and patrolling inadequacies.
The Campus Escort Service was also designed to
reduce the incidents of attack.
Now students face hazards without even leaving
their rooms.
However, Glen Cook, fire safety officer for environmental services, attributes part of the problem
to music being played too loudly. He said the
alarms cannot penetrate the noise.
But loud music cannot be used as an excuse for
allowing students to be placed in danger. If the music creates a problem, measures should be taken by
the University, especially residence hall personnel,
to enforce safe volume levels.
Inspection of the alarm system is not scheduled
to take place until Christmas break so as not to
cause disruption in the residence halls.
University officials need to reconsider whether or
not the situation can wait that long.
Otherwise, for more than a month and a half, a
potentially disastrous condition will exist.
Let's keep our fingers crossed that nothing goes
wrong before then.

How 'bout an internship?
By Scott Munn
77K internship. A chance to
get valuable experience? An opSrtunity to prove yourself? A
ginning?
All these and more. Frequently one's first shot at exploitation. Disillusionment. A capitulation of ideals.
A personal account:
It happened this way.
One night while walking down
14th Street, minding my own
business and lighting flares, I
definitely heard, "Psssssst!"
Blowing out a match and cocking my ear, I listened for a repeat and was rewarded with another.

"Psssssst!"
"Yessssss?" I asked, to no one
and no where in particular.
"Hey kid! "the voice said.
Now, I've been called
"ma'am" before, but never
"hey, kid," so I ignored the insulting voice.
It persisted. "Kid, hey kid,
how'a you like to become an
intern???"
More than anything!!!
Wow!!! How did the voice
know??! Whereby we played a
game of hot or cola for 10
minutes until I found the mindreader under a grate underneath a pile of garbage underneath a rather large tomcat,
which scratched meoefore giving up its throne.
I peered into the grate until a
gloved finger appeared and
poked my eye.

"You don't need to see me,"
the voice insisted.
Vigorously nodding my head, I
crouched low and whispered,
"Do you want me to call you
Deep Grate or something? "
There followed some muttering along the lines of "Of all
the...why did I have to...oh,
well," before the voice with the
finger grew a whole 'nother
hand and grasped my collar as
best it could under the circumstances. Actually, it only managed to get my shirt pocket, but
I played trapped.
The voice continued. "If you
go down Broadway you'll run
into the offices of The Village
Voice. I know for a fact that
they'd like to see your clips. But
better hurry, it's only a feeling."
"Reallyreallyreally??" I
blabbered, losing my already
precarious crouched stance and
waffling my nose against the
metal bars. "Do you think?"
There was a kind of slithery
sound, then silence, then an
echoing laugh from the depths.
"They fall for it every time,"
finished the voice, but I didn't
hear it. I was already gone,
sweating in anticipation, everpresent clips under my arm getting soggy.
The woman at the Voice
looked me over; said she'd call.
On my way out of the offices I
was blinded by the flash of a
photocopier in an instance of
foreshadowing. I went home and
began the wail.
The call arrived the next day,
and I the week after that.
Ready. Willing. Able.
I delivered mail. And photo-

copied (I told you about the foreshadowing). After less than a
few days I began to curse the
voice with the finger.
A couple weeks later I heard
another "Psssssst," this time in
the Voice itself, which didn't
seem possible. But it was. I followed the psssssst to the office it
resided in and found a roomful
of masked people, all of whom
were looking at me with masked
apprehension.
rt
I don't think he'll do it,"
whispered one of them to another of them, severly underestimating what poverty would or
would not make me do.
"We're corrupting him," said
another under his(f) breath. "I
don't like it one bit. Also, he's
green."

the player by the crowd and I
have never seen a player fall
apart because of it.
Taking away the right for a
crowd to yell at a player and be
active in the competition only
supports the idea of a non-spectator sport. The crowd would
just stay home and read about
the results in the newspaper the

following day. Why go to a game
where you are not allowed to express your excitement, anger or
criticism towards a player? The
fans could stay home and watch
the paint peel off the wall. That
would definitely be more exciting than the latest BGSU hockey
game under the new introductions. Allow the fans back into

With that I protested "I am
not, I'm more an off-pink,"
when the head (I guessed) of the
masks stood up and silenced
speculation.
"We've a lob for you, young
one," he said gravely. "Do you
think you can handle it? ??" I noticed that these guys couldn't
seem to say anything without
three punctuation marks, but
said nothing of these suspicions
and nodded in the affirmative.
"Of course. What is it?"
The head mask held his breath
for a moment, came out with it
in a burst. "There's going to be a
summer education supplement
out in a few weeks. School/class
listings made to sound interesting. You've seen them before."
I shook my head no.
"Good, yes, of course you
have," he answered himself.

Letters
Commuters face
parking problems
The University must address
the current parking situation. As
reported in the Oct. 21 edition of
The BG News, students are forced to park illegally due to lack
of available parking. In Lot 12,
commuter students park in the
fire lane because permitted
spaces are filled by on-campus
students' cars. I do not see the
justification of commuter students, like myself, driving a half
hour to Bowling Green to forfeit
parking for an on-campus student.
When purchasing a parking
permit, students sign the
agreement expecting to have a
reasonable parking space provided. Parking by the stadium
or ice arena is not reasonable
when on-campus students park
their cars closer for several
days at a time.
The high number of parking
violations and ticket appeals indicated the poor parking conditions. Campus Traffic and Parking Services must consider the
addition and redesignation of
student parking lots.
Terri Nowak
OCMB4112

Leaky shower pipe
causes room damage
On Oct. 13, there appeared in
this publication an article concerning carpet replacement in
Founders. This set off my bottled-up anger that has been forming for a long time. I live in a triple in Mac West next to the
showers. Approximately the
second week school after began,
my roommates and I noticed a
wet spot under the bed. Over the
next week, this spot began to
spread across the floor so that
now we had to wear shoes at all
times. And woe to those who
didn't. With socks on, the wet
spot left a rust-colored stain that

smelled similar to sewer water.
If one were to accidentally kneel
in the wetness or stick a hand in
it, soap and water had better be
near. This wet spot became saturated to the point that if
someone stepped in it, one would
hear the "squish" and see bubbles on our rug. It was not a pretty sight. Meanwhile, we had
placed numerous maintenance
requests which were dealt with
in a matter of days. However, a
total of four different maintenance men and two women
came to observe the sickening
phenomena on our rug. All concluded, "Yep, you definitely got
a problem here."
Finally, I was given the number to Plant Operations and
where business was taken care
of. Two plumbers were immediately sent over, and on their
second visit it was announced
that a small portion of our wall
would be knocked out. This turned into two holes — clear
through to the shower pipes, and
here the rusted pipes were discovered. Within two days amid
dust and plaster, the pipes were
mended, boards placed over the
holes, and slowly, our carpet began to dry. The smell of a wet,
mildewed tent still lingered on.
Friends would gasp and plug
their noses as they entered our
room. We were used to it,
though. So, a carpet cleaning
crew came in, and all was proclaimed normal. Ha, ha. As of
three weeks later, the nightmare started over. Due to the
limited amount of space in our
three-man room, Michelle kept
her sweats in a box under the
bed. When she went to retrieve
them the other day, low and behold, they reeked of mildew.
Denise keeps her suitcases
there. They are covered with a
thin film of moisture and mildew
and also reek.
Now, to those of you living in
Founders, I have no pity for you.
At least you do not have to deal
with shower water on your carpet. And I bet you can walk to
the bed whereas my roommates
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actually had to jump from desk
to chair to bed tor tear of stepEing in the dreaded wetness. I
et the Health Department
would have a heyday with this.
We've lived in fear for the past
few weeks — that another pipe
will burst right through those
temporary wooden boards. For
the money we pay to live here,
we should at least be able to
walk across our room free and
barefoot, and to be able to
breathe clean, fresh air — not
fumes like those from some sanitation treatment plant.

"You'll get a byline, of course.
You're in."
It took a heartbeat to sink in,
but when it did "My God, it
sounds like...advertising. Nonono!!!" I screamed, shaking
violently, particularly around
my belly area. I attempted to
back out of the room but was
stopped by four sets of claws,
the owner of one of them snarling, "I told you he wouldn't fall
for it. I told you he was too idealistic!"
I struggled in vain until the
head mask mentioned that
they'd pay me in the mid-three
figures.
Another heartbeat. "Well," I
coughed, "I supposed I can find
some time — if it's so important." A stark laugh escaped the
air-conditioning vent above. I
wondered about this. But more,
I wondered how to spend my
money. Milk? Bread? Eggs?
The choices were endless....
Reality intervened, or at least
as much reality as can be allowed when everyone's wearing
masks and you're hearing
voices from under grates.
"You're the only sap we can
get to do the boring thing," the
leader coughed, not unkindly.
"Now get to work before we
chain you back to the photocopier."
With that, they let me share in
their secret handshake, which
was lust a plain handshake, and
I left the room, knowing it was
one small step for a man, one
giant leap for questionable literature.
Munn is a freelance writer living in New York City.

the game by giving them their
chants and newspapers. It will
be more exciting tor everyone.
As for the quicker game, Saturday night's game ran until
9:30 p.m. which is fairly normal
for the games of the past.
Randy Smith
1016 Offenhauer East

Lisa Gold
214 McDonald West

Discouraging chants
alienates hockey fans
As a BGSU hockey fan since I
was a freshman, I have enjoyed
the level of excitement within
the fans and players at each
home and away contest. Being
able to cheer and yell after
every goal or good fight has
made each game exciting for not
only myself, but most of the fans
who attend the weekend
contests. Since most people lack
the skill or drive to actually play
hockey, being able to give our
support to the college team allows for our own small participation.
However, this year, the fans
have been taken out of the game,
in a seemingly small manner, by
introducing the starting teams
before the players are even on
the ice. I have heard various
reasons behind this new idea
ranging from a quicker game,
as stated in a letter by Robert
Romans, to ending embarrassment by the opposing players
after having them criticized in
the chant "Who'she? Nobody!"
Being able to chant criticisms
at the opposing team is a part of
amateur sports along with any
Erofessional sporting event. The
IOCS of Washington, the DOG
HOUSE in Cleveland and the
students and faculty in Bowling
Green are all cheering sections
who are critical of the opposition's play and social status.
"Who's ne? Nobody!" is simply
a statement directed towards

Respond
77ie BG News editorial
Siage is your campus
Drum.
We welcome letters to
the editor, which should be
typewritten, double
spaced, and signed. Address or OCMB mailbox
number and phone number
for verification should also
be included.
Opinions expressed on
the editorial page do not
necessarily reflect those of
the staff.
Address submissions to:
The BG News
Editorial Editor
214 West Hall
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Witch disappears
by Ron Fritz

editor
Six-year-old Nicholas Wray can't believe it's
gone.
His mother, Sandy Wray, doesn't want to believe
it's gone.
But the Maleficent, the extraordinary witch
from Sleeping Beauty, which once graced the
Wray's front porch, is missing. It disappeared between midnight ana 4 a.m. Friday from the Wray's
home, 320 S. Summit St.
Also taken was a ghost which Wray made, but
that has since been returned.
Wray had the life-size, black-and-red costume,
which she designed and spent at least 30 hours
making and another three hours turning into a
decoration, suspended by fish line above the porch.
The witch was seated on a broom and looked as if
she were flying, Wray said.
"I had it on the porch two years ago and it wasn't
bothered," she said. "I hope whoever has it wants
to use her for the holiday and will then bring it
back."
Wray circulated a picture to the Bowling Green
Police Department to aid the search for the Maleficent.
She said the person who took it could possibly be
a student at the University since it was taken at
such a late hour and a student would have a place
to keep it. If this is the case, she said she hopes another student might recognize it and urge the other
person to take it back.
"Maybe if someone wants to wear it to a party
and is seen with it, somebody will tell them to re-

turn it," Wray said. "I just hope no one destroys it.
It would be great if someone would bring it back."
Wray designed the costume in 1983 to wear to a
party her sister was having for her nephew. She
said at the party, she told ghost stories while wearing the costume, and the kids liked the costume, so
she decided to make it into a decoration.
This year, Nicholas, and his sister Bethany, 4,
were excited about Halloween, so Wray said she
wanted to do something special for them.
"I think Halloween is magical and fun for the
kids," she said. "I really wanted them to enjoy it
this year."
Wray said her children really enjoyed the lifelike witch.
"When I told Nicholas, he went out and looked
and came back to me and said 'Mommy, is it a
joke?'" she said. "He was very upset."
To rub salt in their wounds, somebody also cut
down a sign saying "We love our witch... from the
Wrays' porch Friday night.
For now, Wray and her children can only hope
the witch is returned.
"This takes away some of the fun and magic for
the kids," Wray said. "It makes it hard to keep
your spirit. But I won't give up. Next year, I'll still
decorate, but it may be with generic decorations.
"If I do anything big again, I'll keep it inside the
house."
The return of the ghost, along with a note from
whoever took it, gives Wray encouragement for
the witch's return.
The anonymous note said, "...I'm only sorry I
didn't take the witch too, so that I could have returned her also."
Right now, that would be the best trick-or-treat
Wray and her children could hope for.

Procedure
Q Continued from page 1.
Clark will then present the
Crocedures for discontinuance
i the Undergraduate Council,
comprised of deans, faculty representatives and two student
representatives, for review.
Clark said she believes the
University should not become
too strongly individualized.
"We should prefer a curriculum that has a strong general
core. We don't have to nave a
major in each area — it's not
necessary to overspecialize at
the undergraduate level," she
said.

MRA.
□ Continued from page 1.

Photo/Courtesy Sandy Wray
Sandy Wray models the Maleficent costume.

LEM

USG neutral on divestment
by Julie Wallace
copy editor

The Undergraduate Student
Government, in accordance
with student opinion, voted
unanimously to remain neutral
on the issue of divestment.
In a resolution approved at
Thursday's meeting, results of
USG's student opinion survey
were cited as the basis for its
neutral position.
Dave Robinson, USG president, said by expressing this
point of view, USG is accurately
representing the opinion of the
majority of the students.
"The unanimous vote says a
lot," he said, "and either stand
that we could take would receive

parties about divestment, but
will not take a specific stand.
The information available, he
said, will be offered from both
sides of the issue.
"We will provide (information) dependent on exactly what
the group is looking for, Cole
said. "We want to present both
the pros and the cons of divestment and provide education to
the students about it."
In other business, the estimated budget for the "I'm Driving Club" was approved. The
budget, $677.46, provides for
membership cards, advertisements and other expenditures to
get the program underway for
the 1987-88 school year.
The University chapter of the
program was founded several

some heat."
"If we were to state that USG
feels the University should
divest its holdings, then we
wouldn't be representing the
students, because that is not
what they said."
The survey, which was completed in early fall, indicated
that 254 of the 511 students polled
were "indifferent" to the
divestment issue, and felt USG
should work toward other issues, such as tuition increases
and parking.
Only 148 of the students questioned were in favor of total
divestment.
Rich Cole, at-large representative and sponsor of the resolution, said USG will provide information to educate interested
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Trick or Treat Candy
Colored Hairsprays
Decorations
Face Paints
Masks
Cards

Dorsey's Drugs
500 E. Wooster

352-1693

A number of options for the
MRA program are now being
reviewed by the college, including the possibility of a cooperation between the University
and the Medical College of Ohio,
Willis said. The proposals will be
submitted to the vice president
of academic affairs in November.

years ago by members of the
Undergraduate Student
Government. The program
works with local bar owners to
promote "safe" drinking
policies. Cooperating bars will
provide free soft drinks for nondrinking drivers presenting
their membership cards.
A resolution to support the
club's efforts was approved at
the Oct. 15 meeting.
In other business, Robinson
said petitions should be distributed by the end of the week
concerning the parking problem
on campus. Petitions are also
being prepared to confront the
conditions of the carpeting in
both Kohl Hall and McDona""
Quadrangle. _ „_
U See USG, page

□ Continued from page 1.
the number of faculty available
now and in the future, the anticipated needs in the state for
LEM majors, the number of
schools in the state offering the
major and the cost effectiveness
of the program.
"It is a complete, thorough
and long process," he said.
"We're being very careful about
it."
Oana said very little precedent exists for discontinuing
majors, although there is precedent for creating new ones.
If the major is discontinued,
many of the classes in the proSam would still be offered,
ana said.
Oana said the discussion on
cancelling the program originated because the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education requires two faculty
members per program.
Ruth Schneider is the only
person qualified to teach in the
University's program, and she
is overloaded now. She teaches
20 to 23 hours some semester,

and a normal course load is 12
hours.
Oana said the number of students in the classes has been goingr down since 1980.
'The college looked at all
priorities — high priority, medium priority and low priority.
That program was one that
received low priority," he said.
"No one has ever questioned the
quality of the program. We do
produce good students."
Bennett said the need for the
program may not be high
enough to maintain it, especially
since the State Department of
Education has said enough
schools in the state offer the
program to meet the state's
needs.
Bennett said he doesn't believe it is professional, responsible or ethical to prepare students for a flooded field, nor
does he think it is an effective
use of higher education money
for all 13 state universities to
provide the same majors.
Oana said there are 15 majors
currently in the program.

HAIR REPAIR

THE
FIRST NAME

HAIRCUT
I SPECIAL

EN ICE CREAM

i $6 T-n

(DESSERTS
^SANDWICHES

no
\'TT> '
shampoo
I (regular $10)

NOW ALSO SELLS FRESH, DELICIOUS SUBS

Coupon must be presented/ expires \

!

352-2566
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Yellow House behind Taco Bell

FREE DELIVERY
1448 E. WOOSTER ST.
ACROSS FROM HARSHMAIN

354-1001

Re-elect First Ward Councilman

JAMES P. DAVIDSON
"A Strong and Permanent Voice for All the First Ward"

A COUNCILMAN FROM B.G.S.U.
TO REPRESENT BGSU.
Councilman

lima P. PITHW

Pa*d lo« by the Davidwn for Council Committee Robert Walt, tre*we». 219 I Event St. B.CO

^r ifSreakfoj/ with <Jjr. f^aul \Jl5camp
lA/eanedaau,

tjovemoer 4 at 8:30 a.m

at the f-^rediaent A notttte
sponsored by

Six students will be selected by lottery from the coupons returned. Coupons should be
turned into the UAO office, 3rd floor, Union by 5 p.m. Tuesday, October 27th. The
Breakfast is free and you may enter as many times as you wish. A van will take
students to the President's home.

(Oreakfast with <Jjr. \Jucamp

Name

Address
Phone
Please return to the UAO Office
3rd floor University Union

You should know
about new c.p.t.snck
test. It's the last and easy
way to find out if you're
pregnant. Or not. And
you find out in private.
If the sock turns pink,
you're pregnant. If it stays
white, you're not. It's that
simple.
If you have any
questions about e.p.t., call
us toll free I-80O-562-O266.
In New Jersey, call collect
(201)540-2458.
e.p.t The first and
most trusted name in
pregnancy testing.
Introducing
new e.p.t.• stick lest
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Crime penalties studied Fair to teach
good health
by Tim Baker
reporter

People across the country
have been receiving phone calls
from the University's Graduate
College asking |
what kind of
punishment a
rapist or a
burglar deserves.
Christopher
Dunn, director
of Research
Services, has
received a ^
$91,000 grant Dunn
from the U.S. Justice Department to conduct a wide-ranging
evaluation of criminal punishment in the United States.
Dunn said the public favors

CISG
D Continued from page 3.
Results of a previous petitioning drive in r ounders Quadrangle concerning that hall's carpeting conditions will be presented to Karl Vogt, vice president
of operations, and Mary Edmonds, vice president of student
affairs, today, Robinson said.
The meeting was arranged to

sentencing a criminal. This
means that legislators have to
write more prescriptive legal
codes so that similar crimes
merit similar punishments.
By using the Population and
Society Research Center on
campus, Dunn surveyed 1.900
people nation-wide and asked
their opinions on crime and punishment.

bation, restitution, prison or
death if the crime was a capital
offense.

punishment more than it did
several years ago.
"Our data confirms the general finding that people think
punishment should be more severe than it is," he said.
He said the rehabilitative
ideal, the belief that the state
can and should rehabilitate criminals, has died out in the last 10
years.
"People began to see that
Krisons were not doing this (reabilitating), that they were
only warehousing criminals,"
he said.
Another problem which he
said prompted this research is
sentence disparity, the wide variety of punishments given for
similar crimes.
Dunn said the public wants
judges to have less discretion in

He said each person was read
eight crime scenarios, which
were randomly assigned by the
center's computer.
There were 28 different
crimes in the survey which varied from drunk driving to rape
and murder, he said.
The people were asked how
the criminal should be punished.
Their choices were a fine, pro-

Their options were general
deterrents intended to frighten
other people from committing
the same crime; specific deterrents which are intended to
frighten the criminal from
committing the same crime
again; "just desserts" which
says the punishment should fit
the crime; retribution which is
"eye for an eye" punishment
and rehabilitation.

discuss the conditions of the residence halls, he said.
Arrangements are also being
finalized for two forums co-sponsored or sponsored by USG.
Sherri Houston, minority affairs committee chair, said
"preparations are in full-swing"
for the Nov. 4 racism forum to
be held in 121 West Hall. The
forum will include several cam-

Sus organizations presenting denied plans for dealing with the
racism problem on campus.
Jeff Lors, national, state and
community affairs chair, said
USG will also be co-sponsoring a
"Meet the Candidates" presentation on Thursday, Oct. 29. The
program will be held in the OffCampus Student Center at noon
and will feature candidates for

local positions.
Lors said both political parties
will be represented at the presentation.
Robinson also urged students
interested in working on presidential campaigns for Sen.
Robert Dole, R-Kan., and for the
Rev. Jesse Jackson should contact the USG office, 405 Student
Services building.

They were also asked why
they chose the form of punishment they did. Dunn said this
was to determine what the public believes to be the purpose of
punishment.

13 ways Money Station can saveyou
when you're out of cash.

by Tracy Richards
reporter

The Director of the Health Center wants students to know
that one of his main priorities is not just to cure illness, but to
help prevent it.
To promote preventative medicine, the center is sponsoring
a health fair today in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom from noon to
4:30 p.m. and it will have displays to encourage good health,
Dr. Joshua Kaplan, director of the center, said.
At 7:30 p.m. in the ballroom, Buck Harris of the Ohio Health
Department will speak on AIDS.
One of these booths will be a computerized health risk appraisal, a software computer which can suggest healthier ways for
people to live.
Another will be cholesterol measurement, where a blood
sample will be taken and tested by a technician in order to
determine the person's cholesterol count. The fee for this display will be $3.
Two types of body fat analysis, one done by skin fold, the
other by electrical impedence. The tests will estimate the
amount of body fat on a person's body and recommend what
his ideal range should be.
AIDS information, including a film and a doctor to answer
any questions will be the subject of another booth.
Breast exams which will be performed in a private room by
Barb Hoffman, of the American Cancer Society. She has been
named "Hope Nurse of the Year" for her work in this field.
"We are really proud to have her on our staff," Kaplan said.
Most of the Health Center staff will be participating in the
Health Fair.
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When you sec the lalctcria menu and decide
now is a good time lor burgers and fries.

When the final is in two hours and you
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He's Talking Solutions, Not Problems.

When you're camping out for concert tickets
and realize your money didn't make the trip.

When your car gets the hook and you
need a fast fifty to get back on the road.

When you've just otdered the midnight
pizza only to discover your wallet is as
empty as your stomach

"Protecting Our Tax Dollars"
During his 6 years on City Council,
Councilman PATRICK NG saved us millions
of tax dollars by ottering COST
EFFECTIVE SOLUTIONS to problems.
For example-Just the Thurstin-Courl and E. Wooster St.
improvements - A savings of well over $2 million. That's almost
$1,000 savings for each day he has served us on council!
When your best Iriends call at 3 a.m. to tell you the
campus police have invited them back to their place

When they've just posted grades and you
want to celebrate quickly before the
prof realizes he made a mistake

When you find a typist who'll typo your
last minute term paper in an hour...
if you pay in advance.

Money Station links nearly every ATM you see. in fact, nearlv every ATM In the
state, into one network. So when you're low on cash, look fof any banking
machine with (he Money Station symbol >our card al any machine, what a tilesaver.

When happy hour ends in 30 minutes
and its a 20 minute walk to the bank

PATRICK NG
Poetical AOvWIaMntam Pix) tor b> Cltuona tot Nfl
CoChtni « Pt*Una a ST** Fufton 4t»0ouKl
S> ftxrtng Orewn OH 4 J402

Describe how you were saved by
Money Station and you could win a
spring break trip to Ft. Lauderdale.
First clip (his coupon and fill in your name, address and telephone
number Then in the space provided, describe in 50 words or less the
most unusual i IrcumstaiKCS m which Money Station saved you when
you were out of cash Be creative If you don t have one. make one
up. Who knows. Money Station could be your ticket to the sun.

Just Imagine How Many Tax Dollars
He Can Save For Us As Our Mayor!

Pronounced "Eng"

8&SS2&
When you take enough money to get
(here, but not enough to get back.

Tuesday is Ladies Night!
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When you're on your way to the laundry
with six weeks worth of clothes and
two wvek>. worth ol change
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Thursday- COLLEGE I.D. NIGHT
- WFAL FRIGHT NIGHT
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when the loan from the linebacker
is due... now.
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THE FUN PLACE TO BE !

Sports
Lakers sweep Falcons on home ice
"Whammy
Miammy"
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Bowling Qrwn Bavwagt. Inc.

by Al Franco
sports reporter

Photo courtesy The Kev/Brad Phalin
Bowling Green goaltender John Burke exemplifies BG's status during its
entire series against Lake Superior. The Lakers had the Falcons on the
seat of their pants all weekend, beating BG 5-4 Friday night and 7-3 Sat-

urday night. LSSC's sweep at the BG Ice Arena was the first by a BG opponent in nearly three years.

Akron rips booters
4-0 loss dims Falcons NCAA hopes
by Mark Huntebrinker
sports reporter
The Bowling Green soccer team's chances of an
NCAA post-season tournament bid slipped further
away Saturday afternoon.
The Falcons lost to Akron 4-0 in a game played in
a steady rain. The loss drop the Falcons to 10-4,
while the Zips improve to 8-4-3.
The game was important to BG for two reasons.
For one, the Falcons were ranked fifth in last
week's Intercollegiate Soccer Association of
America Great Lakes Region Poll. The Zips were
ranked fourth. Secondly, UA and BG were ranked
number one and two in the state, respectively,
coming into the game.
In the first half it looked as if the teams' rankings were correct. BG and UA played to a stale-

mate with both teams creating their own scoring
opportunities.
The game was scoreless until UA fullback Matt
Smith connected on a shot from 18 yards with 27
seconds left in the first half to give the Zips a lift
going into the locker room. Smith's shot beat Falcon goalkeeper Mickey Loescher to his right, as
the head-high blast deflected off of his hands and
into the net.
"We were alright at halftime," BG coach Gary
Palmisano said. "The players were very responsive, but you knew in the back of their minds they
responsive, but you knew in the back of their
minds they were thinking, 'how did we give up that
goal.'"
UA coach Steve Parker said Smith's goal was
important for the team.
''The goal before the half was very big from our
standpoint,'' Parker
D See Soccer, page 7.

The drawing on the blackboard in the Lake Superior State
locker room said it all.
Pictured was a broom with the
word "sweep" scrawled above
it. And that s exactly what the
Laker hockey squad accomplished — a sweep of Bowling
Green.
LSSC defeated BG 5-4 Friday
in overtime and 7-3 Saturday to
accomplish a rarity — sweeping
the Falcons at home. The last
time the Lakers swept the Falcons at home was during 1972-73
season.
When LSSC head coach Frank
Anzalone was asked how it felt
to sweep BG at home for the first
time in 15 years, he answered
the question with a question.
"How many years has it been
since anyone swept BG in the Ice
Arena?'' Anzalone asked.
It has only happened three
times in the last five vears with
the last coming on Feb. 1-2,1985,
when Western Michigan
defeated BG twice.
BG's record is now 2-3 overall
and 11-3 in the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association, good for
two points and last place. LSSC
is second in the CCHA at 3-0-1
and 5-0-1 overall. While Friday's
game was a penalty-filled overtime thriller, Saturday's game
was characterized by tight
checking in the first two periods
with LSSC gaining control of the

game and the scoreboard in the
third period.
The two teams traded goals in
the first period with Doug Laprade scoring for the Lakers and
Thad Rusiecki evening the score
atone.
Rusiecki received a pass from
freshman winger Man Ruchty
and beat goalie Bruce Hoff ort on
a quick wrist shot to his glove
side at 16:35. LSSC's Mark Vermette scored to give the Lakers
a 2-1 lead after one period.
In the second period, the Falcons outshot the Lakers 21-8 and
tied the the game 3-3. After Jeff
Jablonski gave LSSC a 3-1 lead,
BG came back and scored two
goals. Junior center Greg Parks
stuffed in a Brian Meharry rebound to put the Falcons within
one. Nelson Emerson tied the
score on a power play when Meharry set nim up with a pass
from the left point.
But with the score tied going
into the final period, the Lakers
scored early and often in the
third period. At 1:23, Doug LaKide picked up a pass from Jim
wd and skated down the right
side. Laprade beat freshman
netminder John Burke with a
shot that went through his legs
from just inside the BG blue
line. At 3:14, Tim Harris faked
out Burke on a two-on-one break
to give the Lakers a 5-3 lead.
The two quick goals forced the
Falcons to take chances on
offense. The chances backfired,
and LSSC's Mike de Carle
D See Sweep, page 7.

BG wins golf tourney

Senior Broadbent goes but with style
by Adam Campisi
sports reporter
The Bowling Green women's
golf team completed its successful 1987 season by winning
the BGSU Women's Golf Invitational at home on Forrest
Creason Golf Course.
BG finished first
with a score
of 642 by golfing a 315 in
the first
round and a
327 in the
second
round. Purdue placed
second with Broadbent
a team total of 656 (323-333).

Third-place went to Ferris
State which scored a 718
(366-352).
The individual honors were
captured by the Falcons'
Laura Broadbent. Her tworound score of 152 for 36 holes
enabled her to capture her
second individual championship of the season. The tournament victory was especially
sweet for Broadbent, who is a
senior.
"I'm very proud of Laura
Broadbent," Falcon head
coach Greg Nye said. "It was
her third collegiate victory and
one that she will always remember."
Broadbent's margin of victory, however, was a narrow
one.
The Boilermakers' Janet

Randall tallied a 153 which left
her a mere stroke behind the
tourney champion. Other BG
finishers were Ingrid l.undblad, who shot a 161 for fourth
place. Kelly Strickland finished eighth with a 167, followed by Heidi Wright's 169,
and Rena Friedline's 170.
The weather for the tournament was cool and damp Saturday, while Sunday's conditions were somewhat better for
the final round.
Nye said he was pleased with
the team's performance
against some top-notch competition.
"We beat a Purdue team
that has won three tournaments this year," he said.
"That speaks well of our
team."

Harriers defeat Volleyball team stymies CID
Zips, Flashes
by Andy Woodard
sports reporter

by Don Hensley
sports reporter

With the Mid-American
Conference meet just a few
weeks away, the Bowling
Green cross country team
seems to be peaking at just
the right time.
This past
weekend,
both the
men and
women
swept their
dual meet
in Akron by
beating the
Zips and the
Kent State
Golden Fla- Ramidell
shes.
The men, who are now 5-2 in
dual meets, beat the Zips by a
score of 15-49 while also running past fellow MAC foe
KSU, 26-32.
The male harriers finally
put together a strong race
from top to bottom, placing
six runners in the top nine
spots.
Leading the way for the
Falcons was senior Brock
Merriam, who won the meet
with a time of 24:19. Following Merriam was junior John
Hickman, who posted a
strong time of 24:48, good
enough for fourth place.
BG coach Sid Sink's harriers looked especially tough
in the middle positions, where
they placed runners in places
six through nine.
Senior Rick Sica finished
sixth in a time of 24:56.
Rounding out BG's top 10

were Jeff Hastings, Dan
Fulmer and Jacob Rice.
Sink said depth played a
key role for the Falcons,
along with the fact the harriers ran together.
"Brock ran a great race,
which he won by 23 seconds,"
Sink said. "The key for us
was our depth, it really
showed when we placed six
runners in the top 10."

The Bowling Green volleyball team knows how to throw a "block"
party, but the one they threw last Friday was not the typical college
fiesta.
With the aid of 20 total blocked hitting attempts, the Falcons
defeated Dayton, 15-4, 17-15, 15-5, in Anderson Arena in a nonconference match.

Van De Walle said Nibert played a good, all-around match.
"She had an outstanding match. She had the most kills between
both teams and a outstanding hitting percentage," Van De Walle
said. "Her stats are indicative of an outstanding performance.
Following Nibert in blocks was Sheri Fella (four block assists),
Jennifer Russell (one solo, two assists), Kelley Ellett (one solo and
one assist), and Linda Popovich and Lori Rembe with two block assists each.
Van De Walle said Fella's improved setting of the block on the
right outside was important. The coach said Fella had been having
difficulty for most of the season in that area.

The future is looking
brighter for the men with
senior co-captain Todd Nichols returning to action this
week from an Injury. Also returning to top form is freshman Dan Fulmer, who is beginning to regain his early
season form.
The women returned to
early season form by beating
the Flashes, 26-29, and the
Zips, 20-41.
Leading the way once again
for the Falcons was senior
Bonnie Ramsdell, who posted
a first-place finish in a time of
18:25. Her time was only two
one-hundreths of a second
from the 5,000 meter course
record at Akron.
The key for the lady harriers was the performance of
sophomore Mary Louise Zurbach, who finished second
with a time of 18:35. Sink said
Zurbach's performance was
the difference in the meet.
"Mary ran real well; she is
really coming into her own,"
Sink said. "Her performance
was the difference in us winning or losing."
Also aiding the Falcon
cause was senior Kathy Kubicki, who finished fifth with
a time of 18:57.

The win ups BG's record to 17-5, while UD falls to 16-10.
BG coach Denise Van De Walle said the blocking was the key to
the match.
"This was probably the best blocking match we've had in weeks,"
she said. "We've been working on setting the block and timing the
block, and everything just seemed to click in the match."
Flyer coach Julie Biermann agreed the key to the match was the
BG block. But she said the Falcons had the better, overall team.
"Their superior height definitely hurt us at the net — we have only
one player over 5-8, Biermann said. "But overall, they had the
superior, athletic team, and it showed."
Falcon middle blocker Lynne Nibert led the blocking barrage with
one solo block and six block assists. Nibert also made 11 kills and one
error in 21 attempts for a .476 hitting percentage. She added three
service aces and six digs.

Fella said her improved blocking could be attributed to Van De
Walle's help in practice.
"I credit my improvement to coach letting me work on it all the
time inpractice," Fella said.
The Falcons needed all of Nibert and company's blocking to stay
in the second game. After 10-6 Falcon lead, the Flyers rallied to tie
the score at 10-10 on a kill by Jackie Hovng.
UD then took a 14-10 lead with the aid of three Falcon hitting errors
(two by Ellett and one by Jane Plantz). But BG rallied to tie the
score at 14-14, with three of the four points coming on blocks. A
Nibert kill accounted for the other point.

Photo .'Vine* Walter
Bowling Green middle blocker Kelley Ellett spikes the ball during the
Falcons' match against Dayton Friday night In Anderson Arena. BG
defeated the Flyers. 15-4, 17-15. 15-5-

Trailing 15-14, BG got the ball back when Nibert made a kill for the
side out, and then tied it on a kill by Plantz. An ace by Popovich and
a lift by Flyer Noelle Nagy gave the Falcons the game, 17-15.
In addition to Nibert's all-around match, Van De Walle said Russell played a good all-around match. Russell made 10 kills and no errors in 21 attempts for a .476 hitting percentage. She added three
service aces and five digs.
Russell said her good hitting performance was because of the
Flyers lack of blocking.
"They didn't have the block we did," she said. "Sometimes they
would have only one player blocking, instead of two. They didn't
have any kind of a good block."
The BG coach also said Jane Plantz had a good match. Plantz
made nine kills, had one service ace and five digs.
O See Block Party, page 7.
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Miami downs Toledo

BG-LSSC summary

set MAC records for field goals
and points scored.
Miami fell to 4-2 in the conference and 4-4 overall and dropped
from first place to third in the
MAC standings. That puts Bowling Green, which will travel to
Oxford next weekend, in sole
position of second place at 3-1,
3-4 overall.
Eastern Michigan is in first

TOLEDO (AP) — Senior tailback David Rohrs rushed for
three touchdowns and Toledo
held off a fourth-quarter Miami
rally in a 37-25 Mid-American
Conference victory Saturday.
Miami quarterback Mike
Bates set MAC records for passes attempted and completed,
hitting on 38 of 65 attempts, and
Redskin kicker Gary Gussman
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Pave* and paaaaa ■ 10 Waeama at tha aid* of
■ha nat Mama feede Maharry back wtth a
paaa aoroaa the the front of the net and M*
harry putt ma puce through goaftandar Mate
Oraamay'a pad* for Iss first goal ol tha
aaaaon
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paaa. wheels m front, and beats Oreenay with
a backhand
7:4a—80 OH^kirtor canaar Qrag Parka
scores ha 100th career rxwt and grvea BG a
QUCkS-Ottad The landmark is a sc*» effort as
Parka ahowa LSSC deteneeman Tarry Moeaack ha wwon ol "enake and baW" aa ha
waltzes by him and baata Qraanlay with a low
ahotlonaiaackaida
ii:«-LSSC (i> (PPGr-Tha Ukara ttka
advantaga ol a ftve-on three power pay Dan
Kecaner baata BG goaaa Paul Connal with a
low drive from the Ml pom t

place with a 4-1 mark, 6-2 overall, after downing Western Michigan 23-17 Saturday. Toledo
improved to 3-2 and 3-4.
Bates broke the record of 64
Spass attempts in one game set
r Ohio University's Donnie
arrison against BG in 1983 and
Brian McClure's record of 37
completions for Bowling Green
in 1963 against EMU. MU gained
341 yards passing.
Gussman's three field goals
raised his career totals to 65
field goals and 292 points. The
old MAC records were 63 field
goals and 288 points, with the
first mark set by John Diettrich
of Ball State between 1983 and
1986 and the other mark posted
by Larry Poole of Kent State between 1972 and 1974.
In Kalamazoo, Mich., Gary
Patton's 13-yard touchdown run
But EMU ahead to stay as the
urons held on to beat WMU
23-17 Saturday.
Tony Kimbrough threw for a
school-record 331 yards and two
touchdowns for the Broncos, including a 55-yard TD toss to Jamie Hence to open the scoring in
the first quarter.
The Hurons then scored 23
unanswered points.

SECOND PERIOD

1*1—LSSC (2(— The Lakers again capMatte on tha power pay aa Hob Bake * caaad
tor mppng Mark Vermette passes the puck to
MM da Cane who a standing In the fece-ofl
ca-ota to the aft ol Cornel de Carte a able to
akaaa m for a close shot n wfach ha beats
Connal between me pada and the post to
make it a one-goal hockey game
ifcU-flG. (4) (PPOJ— The Falcons lead
goes beck 10 two as they take advantage ol a
ftve-on-three Emerson feeds Maharry who
beets Grsenay with a low shot

One Price!
Buy a pair of regular prescription eyeglasses and a pair of
prescription sunglasses all at one low price! Choose from our
wide variety of selected plastic frames with glass or scratch coated
plastic lenses, round or flat top 25mm bifocals or tinted lenses.
Oversize, high power, photochromatic and specialty bifocals
and trifocals are priced slightly higher. Please note that eye
examinations are priced separately and insurance programs cover
only one pair of glasses.

downtown,

$7988 $||988
For Both Pairs

Gh

SAT

Bifocals

Single Vision

8" ANNUAL
HALLOWEEN
PARTY

COSTUME
CONTEST
1" PRIZE —*50
2"PRIZE —* 25
3™PRIZE -j**15

For Both Pairs

OCT 31

FREE
POPCORN
AND

UK

One day service for most prescriptions with
experienced Opticians at your service.
You must be completey satisfied or we will return your money.

SECOND PERtOO

TrtmOPEPiOO

mOAV'tOAMt

Falcons claim sole possession of second place

TREATS

fcM-LSSC (3) (PPOKAnthony Palumbo a
power pay goaf puts the Laker* back wttsn
One JtmDowd takes control ol the pue" to the
nght ot Connel on the goal toe and tosses the
puck m front of the BQ net Palumbo knocks it
down and ahoott it by Connal *
MaasVUtC («I-Kcrt Camtch nee the
game whaa both teams era playing three
aa>de Ken aaatW psssee the puck to Camtch
Cemch beats BG defeneerran Thad Ftueack)
on a one on-one Camel) dnas * high drive
that beets Connel on ha glove aide
OVERTIME
4MS-LSSC (Sr-de Cane competes the
Laker corraback m OT aa he scores s pretty
goat for the victory de Carte gets a hold ol the
puck between center toe and BG bka tone He
lakes out BO detenaeman Kewi Dart and
beats Coonea fcw on me glove a-Je
LAKE ttJKMOR 5. SOW LINO QUEEN 4

11:45—LSSC Ot—Aftar nearly 16 rrsnutee
ol acocaaea hockey, me Lakers torn on the
goal aght and take a two-goal lead Jaft J*
bfonaki takes a paaa from Hawaon and akatta
around the BO net The Falcon defense lass to
pick hen up aa move* In for a good ahot He
beets Burke high on me sack aide as the
Lakers go up 3-1
12A7-BG |2)-The Falcone move to witrtn
one aa they keep pkjggmg at LSSC goake Hot
tort Brant Regan paaaae to an open Maharry
m front and Maharry takaa a hard low (fttve
Hofton makes the fnttaj save but BO'a
centtrman Qrag Parka pounces on the re
bound and ahoott it by Hoffort u put the Fefr
conewithmone.3-2
15:27-BG (3) (PPG) Natton Emerson Ma
the score on the power pay Captain Scott Pa
ajch pasaea the puck to tha right pant to Me
harry Maharry waatta no ttna getting the
puck to Emerson who a attnesng at tha Ml
s-Je of me goal Emerson ahoott a quick high
ahot that Moffort fas no time to react to and
BG See the score. 3-3

iMiROPtnion
SATURDAVSQAME

+.H-L8SC (l J-LSSC begma where it endad a night before aa (hey tally me first goal of
tha game Oowd bnnga tha puck down me
Ml' hand boarta and putt a good move on BO
dslaneeman Marc Whaa end sedee the puck m
front 10 Doug Laprade who one-time* it by BO
netmrndar John Burke
1 MS—BO (1 H-Matt Ruchty takes the puck
down tha aft side boards wheels around the
net and finds ha man wtth a crosses pass
back to the aft pomt The man a Ftuaacki
-nose wnal shot beets the LSSC goes* on the
the glove sale to fa the score at 1 • 1
tWS-LSSC (2r-The Lakers coma nght
back alter Ruettckia goal and score met 20
seconds later Crag He-son tnd* Vermette
open in front ot Burke Mewson. who is behind
ma nat. dahas it to Vermette Varmattea
qmck shot goes *i high on Burkes glove aide

123-LSSC (4>-LSSC ttka* the Wed lor
good on Laprade s ahot mat nstde the nght
oka ana Laprade scores tha game-wavar aa
ha ahot go** through Burke * legs
3I4-LSSC (SI— A* tha Falcon defense
gets caught up ice trying to be the acora the
Lakers take advantage and get a two-on one
break Brett Bernett peases the puck by BO
defensamen Marc White to Tim Hams who
skates m stone Hams takes Burke to the Back
side and arm it m the glove side
t:J4—LSSC (6|— Tta BG defense takes
another nap and by the am* they wake up tha
acora a 6-3 Bamett takaa a snot Irom the
pomt and Burke make* tha evtal save Burke
toeoe alght of the puck a* rt sits m the creese
de Carle wslUes nghl in and pokes the puck m
the net
*2l-LSSC (7r-d* Carte doses the acortvj aa fa plcka up • pass from Bamett (third
aaaal) and beats Burke on the she" side from
Iho nght bkakne
LAKE SUPERIOR 7. BOWLMO GREEN 3.

ATTENTION All
GflV€L
UURIT6RS:
Deadline for stories is

Thursday, Oct. 29th
for the November edition.
100

Burlington Optical
1955 S. Reynolds
382-2020

3153 W. Sylvania
472-1113

NO

OET

COVER
DOORS

stSife
352-2533

A

FREE

WITH
OPEN

ED MILLER...
dedicated to serving all
residents of Bowling Green!

T-SHIRT

COSTUME
AT

WHY SHOULD BGSU STUDENTS VOTE PEARL FOR COUNCIL-AT-LARGE? I am Interested In the well being of Bowling Green students as well as that of the townspeople.

ELECT

'MILLen

ED

MAYOR

Paid for by Committee to elect Ed Miller Mayor, Bob
Latta Treas. 519 Normandle, Bowling Green, Ohio 43402.

CONGRA TULA TIONS!
AND

HAPPY COMMITTEE WEEK TO
UAO'S "PERFORMING ARTERS"
The INXS concert couldn't hove happened without all of you!
• Amy Andrus
• Michelle Benner
• Amy Bernard
• Ellen Boehm
• Brenda Buchanan
• Jennifer Collins
• Christine Dastoli
• Susan Deluca
• Nancy Fields
• Travis Granville
• Sandy Gose
• Jennifer Griffin
• Scott Henricks
• Matt Herner
• Misty Langley
• Jackie Low
• John Manon

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nyall McKenna
Kathy McNamara
Deborah McPherson
Karyn Olsen
Jim Ostrowski
Chris Keller
Lynn Klimer
Kelly Owens
Michelle Nichols
Raelyn Patterson
Erin Pearson
Becky Roberts
Heather Scott
Amy Slatt
Scott Simmons
Kelly Sprout

•
•
•
•
•
•
'
•
•
•
•
•
'
•
"
•

Kathy Nowak
Tricla Weaver
Colleen Williams
Wendy Wise
Kathryn McDonald
Robert Hecker
Joe Matessa
Amy Marcinek
Jayne Collingsworth
Deana Triuissono
Jay Vosceney
Carrie Patrick
Julie Ann Pfund
Lori Tomlinson
Peggy Snyder
Beth Wilkiarz

Kate "Let's Do It Again. Guys!" Stec - Director
*

*

*

8:00

If you hove anu questions coll Brian
Chombers or Bob Craig at 353-1588

^i-jjeiL

I • I am a 1986 graduate of BGSU with a B.S. in Social Work
I represented the Commuter Center on the 1985 BGSU
Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocation
My daughter, Robin, received her BSBA from BGSU in
1986
flsssal • My Daughter, Rana, is currently a freshman at BGSU

PEARL

THE BEST CHOICE FOR
COUNCIL-AT-LARGE

WOTSCHAK
PoKKI Ad: Pd lor by Comm lo Meet Pewl Wottcnak Coum»AI-ljfg«. Virginia Randall.

TIBS

. 9 Valley View Dr.. B.S. OH

October 27,1987 7

Sweep
O Continued from page 5.
scored the last two goals of the
game to close the scoring and
give the Lakers a 7-3 victory.
BG head coach Jerry York
applauded the effort of Lake
Superior.
"They took a 3-3 tie and
broke it open on us," York
said. "We have to accept the
fact that they are a better
hockey team than us right
now."
That fact was in question on
many occasions Friday, before
de Carle decided the game
when he scored at 4:13 of the
overtime period.
The Falcons took an early
lead by scoring three goals in
the first eight minutes. BG's
forechecking paid off on the
first goal of the game when
Meharry took the puck away
from defenseman Dan Devita
behind the Laker net.
Meharry passed the puck to
Geoff Williams at the right
face-off circle then put himself
in scoring position near the left
crease. Williams passed it
back to Meharry who onetimed the puck by LSSC goalie
MikeGreenlay.
Photo courtesy The Key/Brad Phalin
Bowling Green winger Matt Ruchty (27) eyes the puck as he jumps high in the air to avoid a check by Lake
Superior defenseman Dan Devita (2). The freshman winger assisted on BG's first goal in a 7-3 loss Saturday.

Soccer

Block Party

□ Continued from page 5.
said. "It really gave us an emotional uplift."
The first 15 minutes of the second half looked very much like the
play in the first half. Neither team dominated as most of the play
took place in the center of the field.
At the 61:18 mark, Smith struck again. He took a pass from Roderick Scott and proceeded to beat Loescher for his second tally of the
day.
"They started to beat us on counter-attacks in the second half,"
Palmisano said. "The weather made it very hard for us to track
their players."
According to UA's mentor, the game was a bright spot in the Zips'
season.
"We played some of our best soccer of the year today," Parker
said. "We were strong in all facets of the game.
At the 71:46 mark, the Zips added to their lead with a goal from
forward David Wells. Wells took a pass from Kory Sensky from the
right wing and pushed the ball past Loescher.
Loescher was then replaced by Nate Levins. Loescher was removed because of a nagging thigh injury he suffered last month
against Notre Dame.
"It's frustrating because we have a lot of injuries and we can't get
rid of them right now," Palmisano said. "Mickey deserves an awful
lot of credit for playing through this injury."
UA all but sealed the game with their fourth goal at the 81:10
mark. Zips forward Pat Nash beat Levins on a breakaway.
"The conditions made it a little rough out their today," Palmisano
said. "The biggest challenge now is to see how we rebound."
The Falcons travel to East Lansing, Mich., Wednesday to face Michigan State.

O

American Heart
Association

WERE FIGHTING FORVOUR LIFE

Viiiiiiniii
in""
•■
. A Double Feature: Both Shows ]
1 Low Price
B

r

^ '

TWO

Monster-GRAM ADS
Order taken in Union Foyer from 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Monster-Gram is a personalized message to a friend. It's a 6-foot
long banner!!!
Noontime
Delivered on campus Fri. - Oct. 30th
Lecture
cost: Only 75«

THE'

PRINCIPALS
JAMES BELUSHI
LOUIS GOSSETT. JR.

B
r

B)|

Lights! Camera! Action!

7:30p.m.

Night of the
Living Dead

Off-Campus Student Center
UAO,
Commuter/Off-Campus
Organization,
*< <l
Non-Traditional Student
Association

Attention All Organizational Presidents
You're invited to attend the
Infra-University President's Council Meeting
October 28,1987 at 7 pm
403 Moseley Hall

Thurs., Oct. 29th
Gish Film Theater/Hanna Hall
8:00 p.m. Fret Admission

Fri./Sat. Oct. 30-31st
210 MSC Midnight
$1.50 Admission

The
Exorcist
Fri./Sat. 30-31 st
210 MSC 8:00, 10:00 p.m.
$1.50 Admission

$1.00 if you
wear a costume!
••UHO Compos FHmi"
Organization of th« UJcskl
flmrkon Mork«ting Rsscxlotion

GET A GREAT NEW LOOK THIS FALL!
CUPS
SAVE!
BRING IN
THIS AD

For More Information Call the USG Office

AND
RECEIVE

A HAIRCUT

INT€R€ST€D IN B€ING R
STUDCNT W€UN€SS C€NT€R
P€€R ADVISOR FOR 1988-89?
Applications ore now available!
Please call 372-8302 or visit
"THE W€LL" | 220 Student Health Center.

"That was a one in a million
EBal right there; it doesn't
appen very often," de Carle
said. "When I got around him
(Dahl), I was on one knee. I
1'ust shot. It was one in a milion."
Desptie the sweep, York said
that its too early to panic.
Meharry

Parks

It wasn't unusual to see the
teams' play on the power play
or three aside in this penaltyladen contest. Referee Dennis
Parish called 38 penalties (20
on LSSC and 18 on BG) for a
total of 92 minutes. Senior Don
Barber tied former Falcon
Wayne Wilsons' single game
BG penalty record by receiving six in the contest.
In the second period, the
teams traded power play
goals, de Carle scored at 1:51
of the period as he beat Connell
with a wrist shot between his
pads and the post. Meharry
scored his second goal of the
game and the year with 22 seconds left in the period as BG
had a two-man advantage. The
period ended with the Falcons
leading 4-2.
The third period was all
Lake Superior as Anthony Palumbo and Kord Cernich
scored to tie the score and
force the overtime period.
In the ten minute overtime
period, BG had the first good
scoring opportunity. At 1:21,

"It's awful early to be talking about our squad in terms of
what place were in and what
are record is," York said.
"You have to understand that
our team has to improve in a
lot of areas to compete at the
top, and we accept that challenge."

c □ c

. . . Freshman Marc White
replaced Dahl who missed
Saturday's game with a groin
injury.
. . . The BG goals against
average rose again over the
weekend. The Falcons give up
an average of 5.73 goals per
fame, while they have scored
. . . Greg Parks notched his
100th career point when he
scored the third BG goal in
Friday's contest. Parks put a
good move on LSSC's Terry
Hossack before beating Greenlay low on the stick side.
... BG travels to Oxford this
weekend to play Miami Friday
and Saturday.

1AKE CARE
OF YOUR LUNGS.
THEY'RE
ONLY HUMAN.

PRICES
EFFECTIVE
OCT 26
THRU
NOV 7

Tickets
sold
at all
stores

STERLING
FOOD STORE

MEST

THESES!,

STERLING

MILK

Halloween Fright Night!

Discussion on practical
strategies for choosing a
satisfying career, as well
as job search strategies.
Lectures are noon-1 p.m.
in Main Lounge of the
Off-Campus Student
Center.
Sponsored By:

fJ The Omen

Iro7")

Greenlay appeared to
screened and could not locate
the drive from the right point
by Meharry. The puck hit him
in the shoulder and was
cleared out of the Laker zone.
At 4:13, de Carle ended the
contest after a fancy move got
him by BG defenseman Kevin
Dahl. He then beat Connell low
on the glove side.

2% LOWFAT^

Tuesday, Oct. 27th
Career Development

-OR
ONE! t
FO
" Wrt OH** fl

9:15p.m.

in the match.
"We received the ball well
and had the ability to pass it
up," she said. "Coach stressed that in practice."
Biermann said she would
have liked to have seen her
team serve better, especially
after making five service errors.
"I'm happy if we have a
two-to-one ratio for aces and
service errors," Biermann
said. "But we had a few too
many errors for playing that
caliber of teams. We always
try to serve tough, and we had
to do a better job against
Bowling Green ui order to
beat them."
The Falcons also shut down
Flyer Melinda Vogler, who
came into the match fourth in
the nation in aces per game
(.984). She had an ace on her
first two serves but was shut
out the rest of the way.
"I thought we handled her
rather well," Van De Walle
said. "Karin Turain came
into the back row and handled
her easily.
"She has a round-house, top
spin serve and we haven t
come across that very often."

Series

in*"**«y

^ve^oSrS^
k

C Continued from page 5.
Plantz started in place of
All Mid-American Conference outside hitter Jo Lynn
Williamson, who Van De Walle held out of the match for
disciplinary reasons. When
asked the
specifics of
the action,
Van De Walle had no
comment.
Offensive
1 y , B G
made 38
kills and 13
errors in 103
attempts filbert
for a .243 percentage. The
Flyers had 30 kills and 15 errors in 95 attempts for a .158
percentage.
However, the match wasn't
all won at the net. Ironically,
the Flyers, who came into the
match fourth in the nation in
service aces, averaging 3.89
per game, could only deal out
five aces compared with the
Falcons 14. Fella said the
team's practice last week in
service reception helped out

Emerson and Parks both tallied goals when the teams were

playing three men aside to
give BG a 3-0 lead. The Lakers
answered with a goal on the
power play to end the first
period scoring, de Carle passed the puck to defenseman Dan
Keczmer at the left point as he
beat BG goalie Paul Connell
with a low shot on the power
play.

Carousel
_

Beauty
FULL-SERVICE
Salon

•NfiUI
ORLDKLN
product! ivillibla
9-5:10 Mon.-S.t.
M Thm-Fri.

140 E. Wooster
352-0800
Expire* 11-10-87

STERLING

ICE
CREAM

9 FLAVORS

$-|99
'/2 GALLON

ECKRICH
ALL
MEAT
FRANKS

$169

I 1 LB. PKG.

Doritos &

Tbstftos
BONUS PACK

$249
COKE
DIET COKE,
SPRITE,
CHERRY COKE

$109
2 LITER SIZE
(OHIO STORES ONLY)

© 1987 STERLING MILK CO.

STERLING

STANDING TALL IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
S.D.A- STAMP
yACCEPTEO

Classifieds

8 October 27,1987

TEST ANXIETY
Controang Teat Anxiety
Before It Controls You"
October 28 • 3 30 to 4.30 p m OR
October 29 4 00 to 5 00 p m
Location 213Moaeley HaH-Sludy s*aa Ctr.
REGISTRATION IS LIMITED CALL 372-8840

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
••Attention Al Education Ma)ore"
ACE meettng-ptzza party TONIGHT at 7 00 ^
Potyeyee-Courl St
"SAMS MEETING-•
Ftral avant cormngaeiooic attton1
Officer poamona now avaaabte1 Intereated-Cal
Cheryl 2-8722 Oft coma to our next meeting
OCTOBER 28-7:30 PM--BA 113

Would you lite to go to achool In New Yort,
Calmxnlt. Colorado or one of 33 other
etatee?
CHECK OUT THE NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE! Information aaaatona will be held
today at 4PM and tomorrow al 2:30 In 231 Ad
mlnlatratlon Blog or Call 372-1202

•OMEOA PHI AlPHA PUMPKIN SALE"
OOHM ON TOOAY AND TOMORROW IN
UNIVERSITY HALL (:00 AH-4 PM
AU. STUDENTS WITH NATIONAL DIRECT
STUOENT LOANS PERKINS LOANS. OR NURSING STUDENT LOANS WHO ARE
3RADUATNG OR LEAVING B G S U AFTER
FALL SEMESTER. 1987. SHOULD CALL THE
STUDENT LOAN OFFICE AT 372-8112 TO
MAKE AN APPOINTMENT FOR AN EXIT INTERVIEW

LOST & FOUND
Lett Gold 1tM daaa ring with black onyx
between Troup 1 Second SI Great eentlmen1.1 value: rewtrd cell 352-5210

SERVICES OFFERED
ATTENTION IPCO MAJORS
IPCO Club meeting tontght at 9 15m 121 Waal
Hal
IPCO Club Metier Michel. Young
Please Come and Show Support tor your Major'

CALL FIRST HOPE AT
354-HOPE

BYOB Meeting
Guest Speaker Atlny Jerry Lee. ol Reodin
Redder and Lee. wrfl be speaking on legal
aspects ol owning a business Oct 28 7 30
PM 101 8A"Everyone Welcome"

HSA Presents... Rebecca Mase from the Northwest Otto Center lor Eating Disorders Come
learn about the fatal tear Wed . Oct 28 at 8
PM m the Honors Center (Below Kreischer)
Sponsored by the Honors Student Association-FREE AND OPEN TO ALL

PACKAGING
NAVE TO SHIP A PACKAGE?
For al your shipping needs
Federal Express • u PS
rVZ Data Center • 352-5042

WOMEN'S CUNIC
2700 Monroe SI . Toledo
Olfering
gynecological services ft pregnancy termination
by aceneed physician including prenatal
obstetrics, pregnancy leafing. Pap test (for cervical cancer). VD screening, btlh control into .
Tubal Ligalton. termination of pregnancy up
through 10 weeks (special rates lor students )
Byappontment 1-241-2471

• • Moneter-Gram Ads"'
Orders taken m the Union loyer
from 10-4 PM
Detvered on campus Frl Oct 30th
Cost only $ 75

SeBng ft Sales Management Club meeting la
October 28 1987 at 79 PM «i McFals
Assembly Room Don t miss our speaker from
ATJT

ATE', PACO, KRISTA SUE,
LETS DO LUNCH
NO SERIOUSLY. LET S GO TO HAPPY HOURS
THURSDAYi CALL ME 352-2752
LOVE. YOUR AV QUEEN.
KELLY

Attention Al Organizational Presidents
Intra-University President's Council Meeting
October 28. 1987 at 7 00 PM
403 Moaekty Hat
lor more information cal USG office

••PHI KAPPA PSI•Attention Elementary ft Special Ed Matjos'
Get the Scoop
on Portfolios and Videotaping
Wednesday. October 28 1987
8 00 PM 115 Education
• Attention Women ot Bowling Green'
Al women interested m being the founding
members of a new national sorority on campus,
cal Kate Chmery al 372-3132 for more kifor
(nation1
* Bahamas * Bahamas * Bahamas *
Interested In saHng to the Bahamas for Spring
Break? Plans lor this year's trip are starting
now For more information call Kim 353-3441

ATTENTION BRI AND FOLTZIE
Congratulations on your LAVAUERING from someone who knew it was inevitable!' You're a
smashing couple'
Love. Colleen
BOSTON CONCERT -2 tickets available
Good seat-best offer
Wed Oct 28 8 PM Centennial Hal Toledo
Cal Laura 372 1108 or 372-2671
Chris McCirt,
Congratulations on the terrific fob ot playing
TOM JONES You wete fabulous' Hope to see
you in future productions
Good Luck' from
A Lover of the Arts

-Classified InformationMail-In Form

The BG News
DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication. 4 p.m
( The BG News is not responsible tor postal service delays )
RATES: per ad are 65* per line Si 05 minimum
50' extra per ad for bold type
Apprommately 35 45 spaces per line

CHRISTOPHER SCOCOS
Happy 21at wthday aa I hope your day was
very special
You have made the peat four monthe very
special and I love you rjeeriyl
With al my love,
Cheryl ador*

Questions' Concerns''
with campus parking
Then come meet
Jean Yamee-Mgr. Parking a Traffic
at the Coffee Break
Thure.. Oct 29 2-3 PM
OftCampue Student Center

Come See the Rematch of the Alpha Gam
Pita Footbel Tournament
Championship Qame
Who wl Emerge the Victor?
OeRa Tau Delta va Zeta Beta Tau

RUSH GROUP NO. 9Hey al you Anderson Babes
list Reunion MARKS at 6:00 on Oct 28 Sea
ya there and be ready tor Plzzal
-Stacey and Jenny

Congratulations Man Sohrer on your long
awaited atvalortng to Phi Mu Nancy OJanvaa.
We |ust know youl be real happy!
BROTHERS OF THETA CHI

SELF-DEFENSE WORKSHOP
THE BOWLING GREEN AKS KARATE CLUB
URGES YOU TO LEARN HOW TO PROTECT
YOURSELF THURS0AY. OCT 29. 6 00 PM
tl MIDDLE EPPLER FREE OPEN TO ALL

EMItV.
TNa may be a line premature but ." Than*!
lor a wonderful 2 yeara Happy Anniversary1
Love,
Matt

SKI VAIL - JAN 39
only 1289
Includes Sit nights in Condo
Four day tft ticket
Roundtrip transportation
On Location Actrvmea
More Info Cal Todd 372-1849

EVERY WEDNESDAY »T DOWNTOWN
MUSIC a LAUGHTER
WITH KENNY REEVES
NO COVER
EXPO 1987 EXPO 19S7
EXPO 1987 EXPO 1987
EXPO 1987 EXPO 1987
Thurs Oct 29 3 30-8 30 PM
lenhart Grand Ballroom

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" or 2" ads
1" (8 line maximum) $5 65
2" (16 line minimum) $11 70

PREPAYMENT is required tor all non*university related business and individuals

NOTICE: The BG News will not be responsible tor error d ,c to iiieQibiity or incomplete information Please come to 214
West Hall immediately rf there is an error in your ad The BG News will not be responsible for typographical
errors m classified ads lor more than two consecutive insertions
The BG News reserves me right to release the names of individuals who place advertising m The News The
decision on whether to release this information shaH be made by the management of The BG News The
purpose of this pokey is to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing to individuals or organizations

THE ITH ANNUAL UPTOWN-DOWNTOWN
HALLOWEEN BLAST, SATURDAY OCTOBER
II
COSTUME CONTEST A FREE T-SHIRTS
FOR THE FIRST 100 PEOPLE

Halloween Cards
Jeans N Things 531 Ridge
Open Tonlte till 8 00 PM
I desparstely need 3 PARENTS DAY TICKETS"
Cat Kate at 372-3132
KARATE
NEW BEGINNER S CLASS FORMING TUES
OCT 27, 8:00 PM. 118 EPPIER CENTER
FREE OPEN TO ALL
LADIES LADIES. LADIES
Let Oct 31st be a real scream.
Invite me to your Halloween bash
Male Dancer-Can 354.31 36
It's one trick or dealer you won't turn away'
Laundered Oxford Shirts
White I Pink
Blue I Yetow

30% OFF
Powder Puff
525 Ridge

Lit' Rente Avlt
Tonight is the night
That you w* see
What a great combo
YOU AND ME
Love, your ChiO BIG
Limited number ol "Free South Africa" posters
by Keith Harlng Seeing at coat S1 00 Cal me
between 5:30-6 30 MWF Adam 383-0795
UVE MUSIC AT POUYEYES
BRIAN GREGOR TUESDAYS AT 10 30
SEX BEATLES THURSDAYS AT 10.30
BRAD LUBINGER SATURDAYS AT 10 30
440 E COURT 352-9638
LOW ZAGORIC
He" "Z". I hope U had the beat 20th B-Day
ever1 U drunken bum. son ol a gun1 Social
Love. Schmifty
OH HELLO STACEY il started m summer
(winch led Into dangerous tall weekends and
weeka) You're someone to dance the AXO
dance with, to laugh with (the way I laugh), slide
down the stairs and bang their head on the door
at the LAX party, throw eggs with, or to live with
at Howards Wed-Saturday-But eapecialy
Stacey thanks lor the great memories this year
with only many more to come (ah. whats ah. this
Wed-on ya Oct 281
HAPPY BIRTHDAY YOU SWEET THING
For good and bad times. AXO LOVE
WOJO
P S Ne»t year the AXO house
OKTOBERFEST EAT AND DRINK
TO YOUR HEART'S DESIRE
CAMPUS POLLYEYES 440 E
COURT
352-9638
PARENT'S DAY FLOWER SALE
Show your appreciation to your parents on
Parents Day by buying them a flower. The
Orientation Board invites you to check out our
selection m the Student Services forum and first
floor of Education unit November 4

The Biggest Flag Football
Game in History
Delta Tau Delta va Zeta Beta Tau
Be There

LIFEGUARDS
Get your aummer |ob tried up eery Certified
lifeguards needed tor al shifts If interested
contact. Jetyetone Camp Retort. 3392 S R
82. Mantua. Otto 44255
Now taking apptcationa lor bartenders a
waitresses Mutt apply In person VIP's 2518
S Reynolds Rd 3 00-5:00pm Men -Frl
Perl time work, janitorial service m BG area
446 9279. ask lor Jtn
SALES Party favor ftm seeking on campus
representative tor sales to Greek Houeea during
1987-88 achool year Excelent commission
and nextjas houra. Cal vnrnedxitefy to reserve
an Interview with our national recruiter:
1-800-331-3891. ask for "A Touch of Claaa "
Wanted, energetic, fun-loving Individuate who
would axe to make extra money for cottage
while having tun Now hiring tor al positions Ap
ply m praeon at Button's Night Club, just north
of Bowtng Green.on Route 25 Tues thru Sun.
after 8 PM Flexible scheduling avaAtbka. car
pools can be arranged

FOR SALE
19'9 OLDS Cutlass Salon 4 dr An. cruise. NO
RUST, white, new tues. brakes, good condition $1600 neg Eric 372-1384
1981 Plymouth Horizon. 4-speed. 4-door.
46.000 ml Asking $1800 352-5760
2 AKA Karate Unilorms. Patches sown Cheap
Cal 363-4218
2 PARENT'S DAY TICKETS
OREAT SEATSI
CALL MIKE AT 372-5892
2 WHITESNAKE TICKETS
OCTOBER II, 1907-TOLEDO SPORTS
ARENA
PRICE NEGOTIABLE-CALL RON 1-066-1218

THE BROTHERS OF DELTA UPSILON CON.
GRATULATE HAL WARNING ON BEING
SELECTED AS CHAIRMAN OF BOWUNG
GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY'S LEADERSHIP
CONFERENCE

74 Mustang 2
Runs wet-heater defroster, good tires
J400 Cal 354-5191 (between 8 PM 10 PM)

THE BROTHERS OF DELTA UPSILON WOULD
LIKE TO CONGRATLATE CRAK3 SACCO FOR
BEING SELECTED AS ONE OF THE
OUTSTANDING YOUNG MEN OF AMERICA

79 White Chevy Monza New transmission
New clutch New tiros AM FM Cassette
stereo Asking $1500 but negotiable Cal
372-5176

The "aietera" ol 240 N Enterprise would like to
extend their congratulations to JANNA
FOSTER who got some greek letters to hand
around her neck trom her boyfriend MIKE We
guess it's a serious tftng m the Greek WorldCongrats Guys'

Chest ot drawers with large mirror 8 drawers,
good condition $150 or best offer 669-4335.
evenings onfy

TRAVEL FIELD OPPORTUNITY
GAIN
VALUABLE MARKETING EXPERIENCE WHILE
EARNING MONEY CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED IMMEDIATELY FOR SPR
ING BREAK TRIPS TO FLORIDA \ST PADRE
ISLAND. TEXAS CALL CAMPUS MARKETING
AT 1-800 282-6221

FOR SALE
light Blue Honda Accord (1982) Good
condition-new brakes, new struts, new wiring.
A new stereo Asking $4300 (very negotiable)
Cal 353 7020 Ask lor Rob
FOR SALE VCR Football Game $30 TV-VCR
Consoui $25 Cal Steve at 354-1764
la It True You Can Buy Jeeps lor $44 through
the US government? Get the tacts today* Cal
1-312-742-1142 Ext 1794

Wonderful CHERYL HASSAYWelcome lo our lamty" I am elated to have you
aa my grandWIe1 Nobody knows how HAPPY I
AM'
Love trom your KKG grandbig.
Coleen

WANTED
2 dependable persons needed to tub-lease ■
2 bdrm tpt. tprlng semester 1140 each a
month. 3SJ-3S07
Female grad student needs roommate spring
semester-summer optional Very nice 2 bdrmm
apt S1S5 354-2501
Female rmte needed lor spring A-or remaining
Fal Sam. Fum E Marry apt Avail immed I'm
commuting, cal 693 8058 after 6 PM
Used IBM PC computer (or clone) andor letter
Quatty printer 372-7752

HELP WANTED
ACTIVITIES DIRECTOR NEEDED
NOW INTERVIEWING lor the summer ol 1988'
Need a summer Job? Why wait ill the last
mmute'? Wet. then, as Yogi Bear says. "Hey.
Hay-It's your lucky day'"
Our campground. Yogi Bear's Jetystone Camp
Resort Is looking for 2 creative, outgoing individuals to coordinate and direct activities lor a
limey camping resort LOCATION Aurora. Ohio
5 mate form Sea World of Ohio and Geauga
Lake Park
Coasge Jr or Sr level preferrd
Experience preferred but not a must
Living facilities provided
II interested, send resume to Jetystone Camp
Resort. 3392 SR 82. Mantua. Ohio 44255

PIZZA 5 SALAD SMORGASBORD
ALL YOU CARE TO EAT FOR $4 00
TUESDAYS, FRIDAYS > SUNDAYS 11-9
CAMPUS POUYEYES 440 E COURT

AU'PAIRS UNLIMITED needs Molhar't
helpers Earn salary plua free room and board
with famlllea In Northern N.J. and Metro NVC
Area. One year commitment. Immediate
placement, no feet, call 201-670-7611.

PORKY PIG
I'M READY TO ROLL AROUND IN THE PIG
PEN AND MAKE SOME LITTLE PIGLETS
LOVE. MIKE SWARTZ

DISPATCH TRAINEE
We wa train the nghl person for a part-time
POMon Apply at Tn State Expedited. 27226
Glenwood R . Perryaburg. OH

mam?

HIRING' Government jobs • your area
SI 5.00O$68.000 Cal (602) 838-8885 EXT
4244

Sun the Job Search NOW
Attend EXPO 1987
Sponsored by University Placement Services—
Lenhart Grand Balroom
The 1987 Campus Representatives
lor Budwoisor are
Jim McGute 354-7472
John Clouse 372-6188
They are available to help make your event a
success Cal now tor details

ORETCHEN SMITH
Your AXO BIG Thinks you're GREAT
You're the ur I've hoped for.
I can hardly wait1"
Get etctled for a FABULOUS WEEKI
Love. WYour AXO BH3??

ADOPTION couple happily married 8 yrs with
much love ft security wishes to adopt white
newborn Al expenses paid, confidential, cal
eoleel 914-621-1152

ATTENTION LEADERS
Have fun and meet many new, exerting people
while being an ORIENTATION LEADER Apply
in 405 Student Services unfit October 23 and
show that in BG "We Care'''
Mums are coming soon!'

PERSONALS

SELF-OEFENSE WORKSHOP
LEARN HOW TO PROTECT YOURSELF!!
THURSDAY OCT. 29 AT 6:00 PM IN MIDDLE
EPPLER. SPONSORED BY BOWLING OREEN
AKS KARATE CLUB. EVERYONE IS ENCOURAGED ft WELCOME.

SPORT MANAGEMENT CLUB
THERE WILL BE A GENERAL ASSEMBLY
MEETING WEDNESDAY OCT 28 AT 9 00 IN
ROOM 110 OF THE BA BLDG
GET INVOLVED

ADOPTION COUPLE HAPPILY MARRIED 8
YEARS WITH MUCH LOVE AND SECURITY TO
OFFER WISHESTO ADOPT WHITE
NEWBORN ALL EXPENSES PAID. CONFIDENTIAL CALL COLLECT 914-621-1152

TYPING? RESUMES?
Document Storage on Diskette
A Z Data Center 352-5042

JUMP FROM 2100 FT. ABOVE THE QROUNOI
Skydrvmg trip Nov t Interested*
Cal Kendel 669-3949

SENIORS
IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN DECEMBER
1987 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES
YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST BE
PLACED BY OCTOBER 30. 1987 PLEASE
PLACE YOUR ORDER AT THE GIFT COUNTER
IN THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OR BY
PHONING 372-2861 IF YOUR ORDER IS
PHONED IN PLEASE KNOW YOUR CAP SIZE

Ad Club
MTV
Ad Club
Speaker Bob Friedman. V P Marketing
MTV. New York
Wed . Oct 28
7 30 PM Student Services Forum
■Al Are WelcomeAd Club Members, remember
Key Pictures at 6:30 PM
Front steps ot Umv Hal

If Your Auto Insurance Premiums are loo high
Cal tor free quotes Ask lor Deb-Days
286-2609. evenings and weekends.
288 2970

Jayceet Haunled House
Wood Co Fairgrounds
Thura. Fn. Sat -- Oct 29-31
7-11 pm al nights

Pal Chi
Undergraduate Psychological Assoclstkn
meeting tonight at 8 00
2nd floor student lounge-Psych budding
•guest speaker to be announced
find out about future activities

Ail CD
MTV
Ad Club
MTV
Ad Club
MTV

Attention SPJ membore
flu Day. former assistant to the publisher lor the
Toledo Blade wit be speaking on "the
newspaper business and other outlandish
things at tonights meeting at Kaufman's at the
Lodge H828 East woosier) There w* be a
cash bar and hors'doevres wit be served at
8 00
Any questions contact Caroline
372 2603

HEY YOUI
Come to the EIG (Environmental Interest Group)
meeting tomorrow October 28. room 127
Hayes

Law Caravan
Nov 2 1 00-4 00
Community Suite-Union

•HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
STUOENTSStudents ageaiat Multiple Sclerosis has great
opportunities tor you'
Learn more about MS?
Help raise money to fight MS?
And officer positions now available1
Interested-Cal Cheryl 2-9722
OR come to our next meeting
October 28-7 30 PM-BA 113

90 Employment Conlactt m one day wil be
yours If you attend EXPO 1887
Thurs Oct 29 3 30-6 30 PM
Lenhart Grand Ballroom

ABORTION
Momng after treatment
Personal ft Private
Center lor Choice II
Toledo 419-255-7789

Divestment. Apartheid a Racism Meeting
tonight at 8 PM. UCF Center (Thurttm ft Ridge)
Progressive Student Organization (PSO) Cat
352 7534 Al are welcome

•0Z Lite Cortina 0Z'
I'm to gttd that you're a Dae Zee and expeoety
my pledge daughter Get everted for the fun
times I love ya
DZ love-Eva

• Petti Jonef
OH where, oh where did our roomie go?
Back to Helena to see her beau
Bui lonite we won't let you go
Our 1st stop w* be 10 Toledo
Wei party nonstop until the strike ol 12
When at last 21 shots wtl go down'
Hippy 21 si Birthday!
Love. Your Roomlet!

Pregnant? Concerns1
Free Pregnancy Teals. Into
and Supportive Services

ATTENTION WATER SKI CLUB
Meeting Wed Night 8 00
BA 104 Everyone Welcome Topics
T-Slwla. Pictures. Parties

•BUSINESS-MARKETING MAJORS'
Students Against Multiple Sclerosis has great
opportunities tor you' Officer positions now
avsAtCle'
1 Business Marketing Director
2 SAMS Events Director
3 Recruitment Director
4-Educabon Director
Inlerested-Cal Cheryl 2-6722 or come to our
new meeting -October 28-7 30 PM-BA 113

FOR RENT

1 Bdrm
Apartment Avail
Immediately
Negotiable Walking distance Irom campus
372-3136 Dan
2 bdrm lum apt Close to campus tor 1988
Spring Semester-avail mid Dec 1-267-3341
3 lemalea looking tor 4th non smoking roommate (or Spring Semester 6th and High For
more into Cal Laura (354-4135)
A TWO PERSON FURNISHED APT.
AVAILABLE FOR SUBLEASE SPRING A SUMMER SEMESTERS. GOOD LOCATION. 1300 A
MONTH. CALL 354-1345 AFTER 5:00 PM
Frazee An. Apt. lor sublease or 2 rmmates.
Avail. Immed. or Spring Sem-Call toon)
353-3120 or 354-4830
Room lor Rent-Aval immediately
n«9tghborhood 354-1064 after 4 PM

Quiet

TO SUBLEASE
1 FEMALE NEEDED TO
SHARE LARGE 2 BEDROOM APT WITH 3
OTHER GIRLS FOR SPRING 88 BECKV
354-3445

To sublease 1 room ($250) or al of a large furnished 2 bdrm apt (S450) for Spring Sem UN
Pd 352-2429

CO-OP CORNER

Local firm is looking lor Marketing Majors to
work part-time Fal and Sp<mg terms as
Marketing and Sales Assistant Pays $5 OOnr

MIS MAJORS Many excellent opportunities to
gem work experience during Spring Semester
Don't miss out on these1"
Cal 372-2451 or stop by 238 Admin Btdg F

Brad. TlcHevitt and, "Jerrt^ Elder

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
Name
.
Address —.
Social Security # or Account #

.Phone#

(For billing purposes only]
Please print your afl clearly. EXACTLY how you wish it to appear
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

Classification in which you wish your ad lo appear:
Camput 1 City Events*
Wantaxl
Leal & Found
Halp Wanlad
Rides
ForSala
Services Offered
For Rant
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•Campus/City Event adt are published tree ol cherge lor one day tor a nonprofit event or meeting only
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Total numbew of dayi to appear.

Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BG News)
Phone: 372-2601

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
{Second 'Semester"Geasesl
e

e

1 & 2 Bedroom Apts .- Furn. & Unfurn.
Includes: Heat, Water, Full Time Maintenance

$ Rent Rebates $
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

Hrs: Mon-Fri 9-8
Sat & Sun 10-4

